The MilHome Adapters are part of the MilHome home automation range. The adapters allow you to remotely switch appliances plugged into them. They link to the MilHome Gateway (sold separately) which provides the communication between your adapter and the internet.

In the Box
- 3 MilHome Smart Plugs

Pairing the Adapter
To use the adapter in your MilHome system it must be first “paired” with the Gateway. Please ensure that your device is in range of the Gateway when you pair it. We suggest 10 metres or so and unobscured by furniture or walls etc. as possible. You have two options to pair your adapter to the Gateway: either via a browser on a PC or smart device or via your smart device App. You will need to have created an account and already installed the MilHome Gateway.

Pairing Via a Browser:
Hold down the button on the front of the housing of the adapter for 5 seconds or more. You should see the red light on the adapter housing start flashing at 1 second intervals. On the webpage choose Manage Devices, then Pair Device and select the Control Socket followed by Register Device. If pairing is successful, the red light on the adapter should then briefly flash rapidly for a second or so. You will then be asked to confirm that the pairing was successful or cancel if you did not see the light on the adapter flashing quickly. Once you have confirmed pairing, you should see the device come up on the screen as being paired.

Via the App on your Smartphone:
Follow the instructions on the screen when you run the App to pair an adapter. Please note that after pairing, your adapter may be moved into different locations. You should be able to control it at a range of at least 25 metres in open air. Less if behind furniture or a wall etc. Please leave 60 seconds between pairing each adapter.

If you are having trouble with the range move your adapter closer to the Gateway or move an obstruction that may affect the signal.

The adapter may also be paired from any browser via the MilHome server at mihome4u.co.uk.

Caution
Please be aware that any changes or modifications not expressly approved in this manual could void the warranty for the product. Your statutory rights are not affected.

NOTE: The adapter can get warm to the touch during normal operation. This does not affect the operation or lifetime of the device.

Troubleshooting
1. Please ensure that you do not plug MilHome adapters into adjacent sockets in a wall socket or extension lead. There should be several metres distance between individual adapters.
2. Any local source of radio noise may effect operation of the system. This may include poorly regulated fans or other devices running electric motors, noisy power supplies or other low quality electrical and electronic equipment including LED lights.
3. If your attempt to pair and adapter fails please try again. Occasionally the signals between devices may be subject to noise or other outside interference which is common for radio systems of this nature.
4. The range of communication between your Gateway and the device will be affected by anything in between that may obscure the signal such as furniture, walls, ceilings, windows, doors etc.

Safety Notice
This device and associated software are not designed, manufactured or intended for use or resale for the operation of nuclear facilities, the navigation, control or communication systems for aircraft or other transportation, air traffic control, life support or life sustaining applications, weapons systems, or any other application in a hazardous environment, or requiring fail-safe performance, or in which the failure of products could lead directly to death, personal injury, or severe physical or environmental damage (collectively, “high risk applications”). You agree and acknowledge that you have no license to, and shall not (and shall not allow a third party to) use the product in any high risk applications, and where permitted by law sandal plc specifically disclaims any warranty regarding, and any liability arising out of, high risk applications.

Further Help
For more help, look online at mihome4u.co.uk/troubleshooting where you can download a more comprehensive guide or contact us at support@mihome4u.co.uk

Simplified EU Declaration of Conformity
Hereby, Sandal Plc, T/a Energenie declares that the radio equipment type MHO002 MilHome Smart Plugs is in compliance with Directive 2014/53/EU. The full text of the EU declaration of conformity is available at the following internet address: www.energenie4u.co.uk
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